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Recognition of consonants, vowels, and sentences was measured in conditions of reduced spectral
resolution and distorted spectral distribution of temporal envelope cues. Speech materials were
processed through four bandpass filters~analysis bands!, half-wave rectified, and low-pass filtered
to extract the temporal envelope from each band. The envelope from each speech band modulated
a band-limited noise~carrier bands!. Analysis and carrier bands were manipulated independently to
alter the spectral distribution of envelope cues. Experiment I demonstrated that the location of the
cutoff frequencies defining the bands was not a critical parameter for speech recognition, as long as
the analysis and carrier bands were matched in frequency extent. Experiment II demonstrated a
dramatic decrease in performance when the analysis and carrier bands did not match in frequency
extent, which resulted in a warping of the spectral distribution of envelope cues. Experiment III
demonstrated a large decrease in performance when the carrier bands were shifted in frequency,
mimicking the basal position of electrodes in a cochlear implant. And experiment IV showed a
relatively minor effect of the overlap in the noise carrier bands, simulating the overlap in neural
populations responding to adjacent electrodes in a cochlear implant. Overall, these results show that,
for four bands, the frequency alignment of the analysis bands and carrier bands is critical for good
performance, while the exact frequency divisions and overlap in carrier bands are not as critical.
© 1998 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!02210-3#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Ky, 43.71.Es, 43.66.Ts@WS#
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INTRODUCTION

Speech pattern recognition has been evaluated und
wide variety of conditions that alter and reduce spectral
temporal information. Speech has proven to be a robust
nal that is resistant to many forms of distortion and inform
tion reduction. For example, speech can be recognized e
when the spectral information is reduced to three sinuso
that track the formant transitions over time~Remezet al.,
1981!. Even removing all spectral cues in speech results
surprisingly high level of speech phoneme discriminat
and recognition~Schroeder, 1968; van Tasellet al., 1987,
1992; Rosen, 1992; Drullman, 1995; Turneret al., 1995; Sh-
annonet al., 1995!, and provides significant assistance for
reading~Erber, 1972; Grantet al., 1985, 1991!.

Cochlear implants present an interesting case for un
standing speech pattern recognition. In cochlear implan
relatively small number of electrodes activate tonoto
patches of neurons with a portion of the speech signal. H
ever, the physiological response to electrical stimulation
quite different from the normal acoustic response. Amo
other differences, all neurons activated by an electrode
driven in a highly deterministic fashion~van den Honert and
Stypulkowski, 1984, 1987; Hartmannet al., 1984!. Even
with these abnormal properties in the physiological respon
patients with as few as four electrodes have demonstr
high levels of speech recognition—higher levels than m
researchers have predicted might be possible with such
vere quantization of spectral information. This observat
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indicated how little was understood about recognition
speech under conditions of minimal or distorted spectral
formation.

In the design of prosthetic devices we face a dilem
which has both theoretical and practical implications: h
do we maximize the speech information transmitted, giv
the limitations of the prosthetic device interface to the n
vous system? Hillet al. ~1968! partitioned the problem into
two parts: analysis issues and presentation issues. The a
sis problem is concerned with how to parcel speech inform
tion in a way that preserves the maximum amount of inf
mation, given the limitation of a small number of channe
The presentation problem is then to define the optimal m
ping of the channels of speech information into perceptu
neural channels via the prosthesis.

A. The analysis problem

The analysis problem depends primarily on the distrib
tion of critical speech pattern information in frequency a
time. What temporal and spectral patterns of information
most critical for speech recognition? If we are limited
either the temporal or spectral domains, what are the m
important speech cues remaining within those limitation
For example, if we could determine that a listener had o
two potential receiving channels for speech informatio
what is the best way to divide speech information into tw
channels to preserve the maximum number of distincti
across different talkers and listening conditions? One ind
tion comes from the original research on the articulation
dex ~AI ! which attempted to define an importance functi
for each spectral segment of speech~Fletcher and Steinberg
2467(4)/2467/10/$15.00 © 1998 Acoustical Society of America
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1929; French and Steinberg, 1947!. Fletcher and colleague
used high-pass and low-pass filtered speech to find that 1
Hz was the frequency around which low-frequency and hi
frequency contributions were equal for speech recognit
Articulation theory further defined the importance of ea
spectral region’s contributions to the recognition of spee

Using a different approach, Shannonet al. ~1995! sys-
tematically reduced spectral information in speech to o
two, three, or four bands of modulated noise. The surpris
result was that speech was highly recognizable with o
three or four bands of noise, each modulated by the enve
from that same spectral band in speech. However, even
this result it is not clear that the four frequency bands cho
by Shannonet al. were the optimum for speech informatio
content. One of the purposes of the present study is to s
the importance of spectral parameters for speech pattern
ognition.

The amount of temporal information required for spee
recognition has recently been evaluated in conditions of
duced spectral information~Van Tasellet al., 1987; Turner
et al., 1995; Shannonet al., 1995; Dormanet al., 1997a!. In
these studies envelope information was low-pass filtere
successively lower frequencies and used to modulate b
of noise or a sinusoid as a carrier. No change was obse
in vowel, consonant, or sentence recognition as long as
low-pass envelope filter cutoff was 50 Hz or higher. Remo
ing envelope fluctuations above 50 Hz had no effect on r
ognition, while removing envelope fluctuations between
and 50 Hz resulted in reduced phoneme discriminability a
reduced speech recognition. Thus speech recognition is
sible with only four bands of noise, even when each ban
modulated with low-frequency envelope information belo
50 Hz.

B. The presentation problem

In sensory prosthetic devices the goal is to convey inf
mation through an impaired sensory modality or through
alternate sensory modality. Thus we must understand
limitations and capabilities of the impaired or substitu
sense to fully utilize its information carrying capacity. In th
case of cochlear implants, acoustic information is being p
sented to the auditory system, but electrical stimulation a
vates the auditory system in a manner that produces hi
unnatural patterns of neural activity. Some of the differen
between acoustic and electrical stimulation are critical lim
tations for conveying speech information, while other diffe
ences may be of only secondary or no importance.
achieve the best match between the speech features extr
from the acoustic signal and the information transmitted
the electrically stimulated nerve, we must understand wh
patterns of neural activity are critical for speech recognit
and which are secondary.

Psychophysical experiments with cochlear impla
have demonstrated that temporal processing in implant
tients is relatively normal~Shannon, 1983, 1986, 1989, 199
1992!. Intensity processing is abnormal in implant listene
but is still capable of restoring normal loudness growth w
the proper loudness mapping function in the speech pro
sor. However, implant listeners only have 20–40 discri
2468 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998 S
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inable intensity levels~Zeng and Shannon, 1992, 1994; Ne
son et al., 1997!, which may be adequate for speech.
contrast, spectral resolution in an implant depends on m
factors, including the number of electrodes, the proximity
the electrode to the remaining neurons, and the degre
neuronal survival in the individual patient. Because seve
of these factors are difficult to evaluate in implanted patien
we have developed an acoustic model of implant speech
cessing that allows us to parametrically measure the effec
tonotopic distortions in the speech pattern in normal-hear
listeners.

C. Rationale of present study

To simulate the limited spectral cues available to c
chlear implant listeners Shannonet al. ~1995! developed an
acoustic simulation of a cochlear implant that systematica
reduced spectral information. In this simulation speech w
divided into several contiguous frequency bands. The en
lope of each band was extracted by full-wave rectificat
and low-pass filtering at 160 Hz. This envelope was th
used to modulate a band of noise. In the original experime
Shannonet al. ~1995! changed the number of bands and t
cutoff frequency of the envelope filter. High levels of spee
recognition were possible with only four modulated bands
noise, modulated at relatively low rates. These results w
obtained in normal-hearing listeners in whom the global p
tern of speech information, while spectrally reduced, was
least presented to the appropriate tonotopic region of
cochlea via the modulated noise bands.

Recent studies~Dorman and Loizou, 1998; Dorma
et al., 1997a; Fishmanet al., 1997! validated the noise-band
simulation of cochlear implants by comparing the simulati
results to performance of cochlear implant patients with
same number of channels. The performance of norm
hearing listeners with the noise-band simulation sets an
per bound on the performance of implant listeners with
same number of channels. The results from the best perfo
ing implant listeners were similar to those from the norm
hearing listeners for the same number of channels. Poor
forming implant listeners may be using fewer effecti
spectral channels, or there may be other processing de
underlying their poor performance.

But how would speech recognition be affected by ton
topic alterations in the minimal pattern of information
When the central auditory system is already working with
minimal spectral representation of speech~as in implants!,
how would recognition be affected by changes in the spec
distribution of information along the nerve array? In cochle
implant listeners the neural population stimulated by a giv
electrode may be larger or smaller than for the adjacent e
trode. If uniformly spaced electrodes stimulate nonuniform
spaced segments of nerve, this would result in a warping
stretching of the spectral distribution of envelope cues. In
present experiments we systematically alter the spectra
cation and extent of four bands of speech envelope infor
tion. Since four was the minimum number of bands that p
vided a high level of speech recognition, any detrimen
manipulation of the pattern of envelope information shou
result in a reduction in speech performance. These man
2468hannon et al.: Speech recognition with warped envelope cues
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lations may not only provide insights into the difficultie
faced by cochlear implant patients, but may also demonst
the sensitivity of normal speech pattern recognition to al
ations in the spectral distribution of information.

I. METHOD

A. Subjects

Subjects were eight native speakers of American
glish, normal-hearing adults, ranging in age from 22 to
years old. Their hearing was tested in a standard audiom
fashion to ensure that their thresholds were better than 20
HL. Two of the authors~RVS and JW! were two of the eight
subjects.

B. Equipment and signal processing

All signals were digitized at a 10- or 20-kHz sample ra
and passed through a pre-emphasis filter~26 dB/octave be-
low 100 Hz!. Signals were then split into frequency ban
~third to fourth order Elliptical IIR filters!. For the standard
condition~STD! the output from each filter was 15 dB dow
from the level in the passband at the frequency where a
cent filters overlapped. For conditions with increasing ov
lap between adjacent filters the same nominal cutoff frequ
cies were used as in the STD condition, but the slopes of
filters were reduced to the specified value. Thus conditi
with shallower slopes had more energy at the crossover p
between adjacent filters. The envelope was extracted by
wave rectification and low-pass filtering~26 dB/octave El-
liptical IIR filter with cutoff frequency of 160 Hz, selected t
be well above the 50-Hz value where previous research
shown no deterioration in temporal cues!. The envelope de-
rived from each band was then used to modulate a w
noise. The modulated noise was frequency limited by filt
ing with a bandpass filter~third to fourth order Elliptical IIR
filters!. This last bandpass filtering reduced the modulat
depth to some degree because it removed the modula
sidebands. The resulting modulated noise bands were
combined, low-pass filtered at 4 kHz~8 kHz for experiment
III ! ~Kronhite 3343: 24 dB/oct!, amplified~Crown D75! and
presented to the listener through headphones~TDH-49!.
Overall levels were calibrated for each combination of p
rameters to produce an average A-weighted output leve
75 dB for continuous speech.

C. Test materials

Consonant and vowel stimuli were taken from the sou
track of the Iowa audiovisual speech perception laser vid
disc ~Tyler et al., 1989!. A single male talker was used fo
both vowels and consonants. Three exemplars of each to
were selected randomly. Consonant confusion matrices w
compiled from 10 presentations of each of the 16 med
consonants /b d g p t k l m n f sb v z j Y/ presented in an
/a/-consonant-/a/ context. Vowel confusion matrices w
compiled from nine presentations of each of the eight vow
in an /h/-vowel-/d/ context~heed: /hiId/, hawed: /hÅd/, head:
/h}qd/, who’d: /huId/, hid: /h(qd/, hood: /h*d/, hud: /h#qd/, had:
/h,d/, heard: /hÉqd/, hoed: /hoId/, hod: /h*d/, hayed: /heId/!.
2469 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998 S
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Recognition of words in sentences was measured using
sound track from the City University of New York lase
videodisc everyday sentences~Boothroydet al., 1985!. Data
were collected for 24 sentences, representing 100 key wo
from each subject. The sentences were of easy-to-mode
difficulty, presented with no context, and no sentences w
repeated to an individual listener. No feedback was provid
other than the overall score for each condition.

D. Data analysis

In each experiment the experimental conditions w
tested for significant differences from a comparison con
tion using a standard pairedt-test. In addition, the results o
experiments II were tested against a single-channel cond
to evaluate the loss of spectral information. Results of
tests of significance are presented in Tables I–IV.

II. EXPERIMENT I: LOCATION OF BAND DIVISIONS

The first experiment investigated the importance of
spacing of the cutoff frequencies that define the four ban
Three conditions were tested: linear spacing of the f
bands~LIN !, tonotopic spacing~LOG!, and one intermediate
spacing~STD!. In the linear~LIN ! condition the crossove
frequencies~215 dB down! of the four filters were nomi-
nally 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz. The filter crossover frequ
cies in the standard~STD! condition were 800, 1500, an
2500 Hz which were selected to be the same as the fil
used by Shannonet al. ~1995!. In the tonotopic~LOG! con-
dition the frequency spectrum from 80 to 4000 Hz was
vided into four equal distances on the basilar membra
corresponding to crossover frequencies of 332, 845,
1886 Hz~assuming a 35-mm cochlear length and using
formula of Greenwood, 1990!. Fourth-order IIR elliptical fil-
ters were then designed to implement these crossover
quencies. In this experiment the same filters were used
the analysis and for filtering the noise carrier bands. T
STD data are taken from the results of Shannonet al. ~1995!,
collected earlier with the same eight subjects with the sa
test materials. The LIN and LOG conditions were run
randomized order for each listener.

Experiment I: Results and discussion

Figure 1 presents the results of experiment I for s
tences, vowels, and consonants, and Table I presents the
of significance between the experimental conditions and
STD condition. In the STD condition sound-only perfo
mance was 90%–95% correct on all three tests. Performa
on sentences and vowels was significantly lower in the LIN
LIN condition and performance on all measures was sign
cantly lower in the LOG–LOG condition. Although thes
scores are lower than the STD condition, they still repres
high levels of speech recognition. Consonant recognit
was slightly~but significantly! better in the LIN–LIN condi-
tion than in LOG–LOG, while vowel recognition wa
slightly better in the LOG–LOG condition.

These results indicate that the exact crossover frequ
cies in a four band representation are relatively minor fact
in speech recognition. We speculate that the STD condi
2469hannon et al.: Speech recognition with warped envelope cues
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had slightly higher scores because there was a band tr
tion at 1500 Hz, a frequency known to divide high from lo
second formants and a frequency division point commo
used in automatic speech recognition systems to sepa
voiced from unvoiced stimuli. This is probably due to th
fact that the central pattern recognition system has adapte
the variety of talkers and listening conditions. Informati
provided by second formant varies across talkers, ro
acoustics, and competing noise conditions. A specific, fi
set of frequency divisions might be best for a given talk
but a specific set of filter divisions may not be optimal acro
a range of different talkers or listening conditions. For e
ample, the best dividing point may be different for male a
female talkers due to differences in their formant frequ
cies. In a normal ear with many effective processing ch
nels this is probably not a problem, but in processors wit
reduced number of channels 1500 Hz probably represen
compromise frequency which provides the best divid

FIG. 1. Results of experiment I: Location of band divisions. Percent cor
recognition of sentences~top!, vowels ~middle!, and medial consonant
~lower! for three frequency divisions. All conditions used matched analy
bands and noise carrier bands, 4-band processors and a 160-Hz, low
envelope filter. In all figures error bars indicate one standard devia
Dotted line indicates chance level of performance and dashed line indic
the level of performance with no spectral cues~single-channel results from
Shannonet al., 1995!.

TABLE I. Pairedt-tests of significance for the data from experiment I.

LIN–LIN vs
STD–STD

LOG–LOG vs
STD–STD

LIN–LIN vs
LOG–LOG

Sentences 7.26a 4.76a 20.21
Vowels 8.77a 3.33b 23.41b

Consonants 0.85 4.11a 2.41b

aSignificant at,0.01 level (df57).
bSignificant at,0.05 level (df57).
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point for distinguishing coarse speech features~Zue, 1985!.

III. EXPERIMENT II: WARPING THE SPECTRAL
DISTRIBUTION OF ENVELOPE CUES

In cochlear implants the extent of auditory nerve excit
by each electrode depends on many factors, including
electrode bipole orientation, the proximity of the electrode
surviving neurons, and the location and uniformity of surv
ing neurons. For example, some pathologies may prod
poor spiral ganglion survival in the basal portion of the c
chlear and better survival in the apical region. Other patho
gies may produce relatively uniform nerve survival along t
entire cochlea. Most cochlear implant speech processors
vide the acoustic spectrum into equal tonotopically spa
bands and the information from each of these bands is ro
to an electrode in the scala tympani. However, if the el
trodes activate nonuniform regions of nerve due to a com
nation of the above factors, this strategy creates a m
matched condition in which the speech envelope informat
extracted from uniformly wide tonotopic bands are bei
presented to sectors of nerve of varying widths. In the
ample above, the basal electrode may stimulate a broad
tor of nerve in a region with sparse neuronal survival, wh
the apical electrode may stimulate a narrow sector of ne
in a region with good survival. Since these two electrodes
presenting envelope information from comparable bands,
result is a distortion of the spatial~tonotopic! distribution of
envelope information: The envelope information from hig
frequency regions will activate a disproportionately wid
section of the cochlea than the envelope from low-freque
regions.

To simulate such a mismatch a different frequency
tent was used for the analysis and carrier bands. In this
periment the speech envelope information was extrac
from linearly spaced bands and used to modulate tonot
cally spaced noise bands~LIN-LOG!, and vice versa~LOG-
LIN !. In these conditions the same envelope information w
extracted as in experiment I, but the tonotopic extent of
cochlea that received that information was different from
analysis band. Thus the tonotopic representation of spe
envelope cues was ‘‘warped.’’

Figure 2 presents a comparison of spectrograms for
STD–STD, LIN-LOG, and LOG-LIN conditions for the ut
terance ‘‘shoo cat.’’ Note how the spectral distribution
energy over time is altered for the conditions in which t
analysis and carrier filters are mismatched. For a spe
sound that contains a sweep in spectral energy crossing
one band to another, the transition in the processed ver
occurs at the right time, but in the wrong tonotopic locatio

Experiment II: Results and discussion

Figure 3 presents the results for the tonotopic warp
conditions on sentence, vowel, and consonant mater
Note that a dramatic and significant reduction in perf
mance was evident in all conditions, compared to the ST
STD, LIN–LIN, or LOG–LOG conditions~Table II!. The
consonant scores for the mismatched conditions were o
50%–55% correct, which were not significantly differe
~Table II! from the consonant scores with the same subje

ct

s
ass
n.
tes
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and the same materials for a single band processor with
spectral cues~level indicated in each panel of Figs. 1, 3,
and 5 by a horizontal dashed line!. Consonant scores in th
single band condition are higher than those observed by
Tasselet al. ~1987! because a single male talker was us
and the subjects had considerable practice with this stim
set, which probably resulted in some incidental learn
~Van Tasselet al., 1992!. Vowel recognition was reduced t
25% correct. Like the consonant score, this level of perf
mance was no better~and possibly a bit worse! than the score
with no spectral cues~Table II!. Sentence recognition score
in the mismatched conditions were less than 10% correc

These results indicate that the mismatching of the sp
tral extent of envelope cues eliminates the ability of the
tener to utilize the minimal spectral cues provided by th
stimuli. If the envelope cues are in their proper tonoto
locations and extents, they can be integrated for speech
ognition, even with only four bands. But when the tonotop
distribution of envelope information is warped, performan
falls to the level achieved in the single band case, wh
provides no spectral cues at all. In this case the same spe
envelope information is present as in the four band LIN–L
or LOG–LOG conditions and the information is still distrib
uted tonotopically. However, the central pattern recognit
system apparently cannot utilize the tonotopic distribution
envelope information when the pattern is distorted. From
result we infer that the relative tonotopic distribution of e
velope information is a critical dimension for recognition

FIG. 2. Example spectrograms of the utterance ‘‘SHOO CAT’’ from co
ditions of experiment II: Tonotopic warping of envelope cues. Upper pa
shows spectrogram from STD–STD condition: a four band processor
no tonotopic warping. In the middle panel envelope cues were extra
from logarithmically spaced filters and used to modulate noise bands
were spaced linearly~LOG-LIN! and in the lower panel the reverse~LIN-
LOG!.
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speech when access to the full range of speech cues i
stricted.

We speculate that people may be able to learn to rec
nize speech even with these distortions, because the info
tion is still present. Prior studies of the learning time f
altered or distorted speech~Blesser, 1972! indicate that sev-
eral days or even weeks may be necessary for learnin
understand running speech, similar to the relearning time
altered vision~Kohler, 1964!.

IV. EXPERIMENT III: FREQUENCY SHIFTING
ENVELOPE CUES

Cochlear implant electrodes are inserted through
round window into the scala tympani for a length of 20–
mm. The multiple stimulating electrodes in a fully inserte
device are located at tonotopic locations corresponding
frequencies of 800 Hz and above. If the electrode carrie
not fully inserted, the tonotopic location of the most apic
electrode corresponds to an even higher frequency. Howe
all present commercial implant speech processors divide
audio spectrum into multiple, contiguous frequency bands
processed version of the information in each of these ba
~usually the envelope! is presented to a single electrode pa

l
th
d
at

FIG. 3. Results of experiment II: Tonotopic warping of envelope cu
Dashed and dotted lines are the same as in Fig. 1.

TABLE II. Paired t-tests of significance for the data from experiment II.

LIN-LOG vs
STD–STD

LOG-LIN vs
STD–STD

LIN-LOG vs
Single channel

LOG-LIN vs
Single channel

Sentences 32.19a 83.71a 2.24 0.50
Vowels 15.50a 10.49a 21.70 23.17a

Consonants 9.58a 9.80a 0.66 1.22

aSignificant at,0.01 level (df57).
2471hannon et al.: Speech recognition with warped envelope cues
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The output of the lowest-frequency analysis band is p
sented to the most apical electrode pair. The output from
next lowest band is presented to the second most apical
and so on, until all bands are assigned to all usable elect
pairs. If we assume that each electrode is stimulating neu
near its cochlear location, this stimulation scheme will res
in a basal shift of the speech pattern. If the neuron surviva
uniform and the electrode proximity to those surviving ne
rons is uniform, the speech pattern will simply be shift
from its normal location. However, if either neuron surviv
or electrode location are nonuniform the speech pattern
the auditory nerve will be both shiftedand warped.

To simulate these conditions we shifted the noise car
bands relative to the analysis bands. In one condition
analysis bands were arranged tonotopically~LOG! and the
noise carrier bands were shifted 8 mm basally in coch
location using the Greenwood~1990! formula, which was a
shift of nearly two octaves. This resulted in a condition sim
lar to a cochlear implant that was not fully inserted. In th
case the noise carrier bands were at the following freque
locations: band 1: 500–1156 Hz; band 2: 1156–2640
band 3: 2640–5052 Hz; and band 4: 5052–10 200 Hz
another set of conditions linearly spaced analysis ba
~LIN ! were used and the output noise carrier bands w
shifted up in frequency by 1, 2, 3, or 4 kHz from the analy
bands. This manipulation resulted in a basal shift of
speech pattern and a compression of the pattern in term
tonotopic distance.

Experiment III: Results and discussion

Figure 4 presents the results from the frequency s
conditions for sentences, vowels and consonants. The re

FIG. 4. Results of experiment III: Frequency shift. Dashed and dotted l
are the same as in Fig. 1.
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from experiment I~LIN–LIN and LOG–LOG! are repro-
duced here for comparison. For the LOG-8 mm shift con
tion the consonant score was not significantly reduced,
the vowel score was dramatically reduced and the sente
recognition score was reduced to essentially zero~statistical
significance results are presented in Table III!. Although all
of the temporal cues in the four bands were preserved
the four bands maintained their relative tonotopic spac
and extent, speech recognition was completely disrupted

In the LIN shift conditions there was a graded effect
a function of the amount of frequency shift. For a 1-kHz sh
~LIN-1 k! the consonant score was similar to the unshif
condition, while the vowel score was significantly reduce
The sentence score was strongly reduced to only 10% co
from the unshifted score of 80% correct. As the frequen
shift increased the consonant score decreased, while
vowel and sentence scores remained at low levels for
frequency shifts, probably indicating a floor effect.

We anticipated that the detrimental effect would be le
in the LOG shift condition than for the LIN shift condition
because the relative tonotopic pattern was preserved,
simply shifted in mm along the cochlea. If the central mech
nisms for speech pattern recognition stored templates
relative speech envelope patterns in terms of mm along
chlea or along the nerve array~Miller, 1989!, we would ex-
pect that the LOG shift condition would result in relative
little decrease in performance. This was clearly not the ca
suggesting that the central representation is stored in term
absolute, not relative cochlear place. The LIN shift cond
tions may have resulted in a smaller decrease in performa
because the shift in terms of mm in the cochlea was sma

sFIG. 5. Results of experiment IV: Band overlap. Dashed and dotted lines
the same as in Fig. 1.
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TABLE III. Paired t-tests of significance for the conditions of experiment III.

LIN 1 k vs
LIN–LIN

LIN 2 k vs
LIN–LIN

LIN 3 k vs
LIN–LIN

LIN 4 k vs
LIN–LIN

LOG 8 mm vs
LOG–LOG

Sentences 22.24a 28.64a 27.58a 31.44a 21.27a

Vowels 9.77a 9.26a 11.15a 8.64a 11.43a

Consonants 0.74 4.33a 6.56a 9.43a 2.28

aSignificant at,0.01 level (df57).
bSignificant at,0.05 level (df57).
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in the high-frequency regions than for the LOG shift con
tion.

Recent clinical surveys~Bredberg and Lindstrom, 1996
Hartrampfet al., 1996; Kumakawaet al., 1997! have shown
poorer performance in cochlear implant patients with sh
electrode insertion depths, even after a substantial perio
experience. Dormanet al. ~1997b! simulated the effect of
electrode insertion depth in normal-hearing listeners with
noise-band technique. They found that the performance l
of normal-hearing listeners was similar to that of cochle
implant listeners when the noise carrier bands were shifte
mm to simulate typical electrode insertion depths. This re
implies that the implanted listeners did not improve th
performance with practice, but were performing similarly
normal-hearing listeners with the same signal processing
tonotopic shift and no practice.

Rosenet al. ~1997! recently measured performance as
function of training in normal-hearing listeners with a fo
noise-band processor and a 6-mm tonotopic shift. Initial p
formance was reduced to chance by the 6-mm shift, a re
similar to the 8-mm shift in the present experiment III. Aft
only 3 h oftraining, they found substantial improvement, b
performance at that point was still only half of the lev
achieved with the STD–STD condition. The Rosenet al. re-
sult indicates that some relearning is possible for tonoto
cally shifted speech patterns, but the clinical studies sug
that complete accommodation may not be possible even
prolonged experience.

V. EXPERIMENT IV: SPECTRAL SMEARING

In a cochlear implant it is widely assumed that go
speech recognition requires selective stimulation of dist
neural populations by each electrode. It is also assumed
neural overlap is inversely correlated with electrode d
crimination, i.e., that electrodes that stimulate different n
ral populations are easily discriminable while electrodes t
stimulate overlapping neural populations are poorly discri
nated. In acoustic listening, the analogous assumption is
broadened auditory filters observed in some hearing impa
listeners are the primary cause of reduced speech intellig
ity in those listeners~Boothroydet al., 1996; ter Keurset al.,
1992, 1993; Mooreet al., 1992!.

Electrode interaction in cochlear implants or broaden
auditory filters in impaired hearing was simulated by broa
ening the filter slopes on the noise carrier bands. The an
sis bands were fixed at the same frequencies and filter sl
as in the STD condition. However, the slopes of the no
carrier bands were systematically varied to produce co
tions of varying degrees of overlap. At one extreme the c
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riers were simply sinusoids near the center frequency of e
band. In another condition~STD-200 Hz! the noise carrier
bands were 200-Hz-wide bands of noise for each channe
these two conditions there was no overlap in the outpu
the carrier bands and, in fact, the output stimulus had sp
tral regions in which no stimulus was present. To simul
increasing overlap between output channels the carrier n
bands were fixed at the nominal crossover frequencies of
STD configuration and the slopes of the filters broaden
from 224 to 218 to 26 to 23 dB/octave. Since the filters
were generally separated by an octave or less this last
dition resulted in overlap such that the output level at
center of a band was only 3 dB above the level from
adjacent carrier bands.

Experiment IV: Results and discussion

Figure 5 presents the results of the carrier overlap c
dition for sentences, vowels and consonants, and Table
presents the statistical comparisons. In general, the degre
overlap in the output carrier bands had relatively little effe
on speech recognition. Broadening the carrier bands fr
sinusoids to bands of noise with218 dB/octave slopes pro
duced a significant effect on consonant and sentence re
nition, but the absolute performance level was still qu
high. For the23 and26 dB/octave slope conditions all re
sults were significantly lower than the STD condition.

Consider the limiting conditions for such manipulation
We know that as the filter slopes are broadened to 0
octave the output is reduced to a single-band processor
the performance would be reduced dramatically, to less t
5% correct on sentences. Yet at23 dB/octave, which results
in extensive overlap, listeners still were able to correc
identify words in sentence material at 25%. This is an e
couraging result for cochlear implant speech processor
sign. It indicates that speech recognition is possible e
with considerable overlap between electrodes. Apparently
most total overlap is necessary to reduce performance to
single-band level.

At the other end of the scale, 200-Hz-wide carrier ban
and sinusoidal carriers, which result in a sparse spectral
resentation, still allow nearly perfect recognition of senten
material with only four modulated sinusoids, replicating
recent result by Dormanet al. ~1997a!. Earlier studies with
sinusoidal vocoders required 8–10 bands to achieve sim
levels of performance~Hill et al., 1968!, in some cases be
cause they were using low-pass filters for envelope ext
tion of only 15–20 Hz. With this severe filtering, some of th
more rapid temporal cues and voicing periodicity was lo
and more spectral channels had to be added to make u
2473hannon et al.: Speech recognition with warped envelope cues
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TABLE IV. Paired t-tests of differences from the STD–STD condition for the conditions of experiment I

STD 3 dB STD 6 dB STD 18 dB STD 200 Hz STD Sine

Sentences 9.98a 9.20a 3.27b 2.09 25.41a

Vowels 16.33a 9.77a 0.96 2.43b 0.29
Consonants 10.81a 10.35a 3.14b 2.29 21.90

aSignificant at,0.01 level (df57).
bSignificant at,0.05 level (df57).
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the loss of temporal information. In a normal cochlea, a
nusoid or narrow band of noise is represented in the ne
response across a considerable tonotopic extent due to
normal cochlear processing~Rose et al., 1971!. So the
‘‘sparse’’ spectral representation of the sinusoidal a
200-Hz noise-band stimuli actually resulted in an inter
representation on the auditory nerve that was more cont
ous than the spectrum.

VI. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present series of experiments builds on earlier w
with signal correlated noise~Schroeder, 1968; Rosen, 199
van Tasselet al., 1987, 1992; Turneret al., 1995; Shannon
et al., 1995!. Those experiments removed all spectral info
mation in speech and preserved only the broadband temp
envelope. Recognition of consonants was surprisingly h
even in the complete absence of any spectral informat
Turneret al. ~1995! and Shannonet al. ~1995! extended this
technique to two bands. In their experiments speech was
tered into a high-pass band and a low-pass band, divide
1500 Hz. The envelope from the high-pass band of spe
was used to modulate a high-pass band of noise and simi
for the low-pass band. Recognition of vowels and consona
improved dramatically with two modulated noise bands co
pared to one. This result demonstrated that temporal e
lope information, quantized into two spectral bands, was s
ficient for overall high recognition performance o
consonants and was sufficient for recognition of alm
100% of the voicing and manner information. In additio
Shannonet al. ~1995! expanded the technique to three a
four bands, which resulted in high levels of sound-on
speech recognition. Information transmission analy
~Miller and Nicely, 1955! showed that the improvement from
two to four bands was primarily due to increased informat
on place of articulation, as might be expected.

The present series of experiments investigated spe
recognition by starting with the minimal spectral represen
tion that resulted in good speech recognition~4 bands: STD–
STD!. This limited set of cues was then perturbed/distor
to see which dimensions were most critical for speech r
ognition. We might expect considerable robustness to sm
distortions in amplitude or spectral cues because these t
of distortions occur commonly in everyday listening con
tions. However, in listeners with limited capacity for pr
cessing acoustic signals, like the severely hearing impa
or cochlear implant listeners, the remaining cues they h
available may be more delicate and more sensitive to dis
tion. The present experiments extend the results of prev
oc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998 S
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experiments to demonstrate the robustness of speech pa
recognition to some distortions in the tonotopic pattern
not to others.

The data of experiments II and III on spectral warpi
and shifting demonstrate some conditions which have a m
detrimental effect on vowels than on consonants. Drullm
et al. ~1994! found that conditions of temporal smearing h
a larger detrimental effect on consonants than on vowels
speech cues are reduced to a minimum it appears that re
tions in temporal and spectral cues have differential effe
on consonants and vowels. Shannonet al. ~1995! demon-
strated that consonantal voicing and manner cues are
rectly perceived even when spectral cues are reduced to
two bands of modulated noise, indicating that those con
nant contrasts require only minimal spectral informatio
However, vowel recognition and consonantal place of arti
lation required more spectral detail for high levels of reco
nition, indicating that vowel recognition depends more
spectral cues than on temporal cues. In the present ex
ments temporal cues were preserved across all condit
and spectral cues were distorted by shifting or warping.
several conditions consonant recognition was only sligh
degraded while vowel recognition was reduced to sing
channel levels. This result is consistent with those previ
studies in that vowel recognition is more sensitive to spec
distortions than is consonant recognition. In conditio
where consonant performance was relatively good and vo
performance was poor~Fig. 4, LOG-8 mm condition!, sen-
tence recognition was completely disrupted. This sugge
either that both vowel and consonant phonemic recogni
must achieve a certain minimal level before the linguis
retrieval can be successfully accomplished or that vowels
more important than consonants for sentence recognition

The present experiments measured speech recogn
performance without any practice in conditions of shift
and warped spectral distribution of envelope cues. Certai
experience with the altered spectral distributions will im
prove performance, as demonstrated by Blesser~1972! and
recently by Rosenet al. ~1997!. However, our intention was
to take a ‘‘snapshot’’ of the effect of spectral alteratio
compared to existing normal acoustic pattern recogniti
Whether or not these altered patterns can be fully learned
whether performance will ultimately return to the unalter
level is a separate and important question. From the pre
results it is not possible to predict which pattern of alterat
from the present experiments might be learnable.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Speech recognition is a complex and robust process
can be accomplished under conditions of severe distortio
2474hannon et al.: Speech recognition with warped envelope cues
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the original signal. Under ideal listening conditions the ce
tral pattern recognition and linguistic access mechanis
have a rich and redundant set of peripheral cues. As liste
conditions deteriorate, or under conditions of peripheral
thology, the central pattern recognition must work with
reduced set of cues from the periphery. The present serie
experiments tries to quantify the effect of corrupted and li
ited peripheral information on speech recognition.

Previous work~Shannonet al., 1995! demonstrated tha
four bands of modulated noise were sufficient for high lev
of speech recognition. The present experiments expand
previous result to define which parameters of such a redu
representation are most critical for speech recognition.
periment I demonstrated that the exact cutoff frequenc
which define the four bands were not critical for speech r
ognition. Experiment II demonstrated that warping the sp
tral distribution of envelope cues renders speech comple
unintelligible. Experiment III demonstrated that a tonotop
shift of the envelope pattern resulted in poor intelligibilit
even when the relative cochlear distribution of envelope c
was preserved. This result indicates that the central pat
recognition mechanisms are not robust to even linear tra
lations of the pattern along the neural array, at least with
training. Experiment IV demonstrated that the selectivity
the envelope carrier bands was not critical for speech rec
nition; performance deteriorated only when the bands w
broadly overlapping, smearing the tonotopic specificity
envelope cues.
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